By Charles Demitz

Each year at this time it is customary to poll ourselves, to take stock, and to review the accomplishments of the past semester. Wherein have we, the members of the Razz University Ten-Year Team, succeeded or failed in our efforts to enlighten the student body and peasantry-at-large, to transcend the confines of personal responsibility; to burgeon out to fill the abhorrent power vacuum which gives our juvenile charges such an unseemingly degree of latitude?

As a result of this laudable self-appraisal, it gives us great pleasure, as we look out into this sea of well-fed faces, to announce the following awards to the outstanding high-achievers among us:

Nat Turner Cup
To our Dunner of Students, Sandlot Hogtop, for his vigilance and zeal in safeguarding the scenic wonders of our campus, namely its parking spaces, and in preventing their utilization by any but the good-and-true; and for his incidental raising of 73.4% of the 1965-66 budget through the collection of fines; and as belated recognition of the marvelous fiscal implications of his epochal Robber-Baron Theory of Crowd Control, we award the Nat Turner Memorial Cup, suitably inscribed.

Censor Librorum
To Hardly Kraftig, Keeper of the Keys to the Kingdom of Knowledge, as a token of our respect for his customary quadrennial plunge into the morass of muddled student thinking; and for his imposition of order and right reason upon the misguided multitudes; and for his Wirtschaftwunder in saving untold sums by preventing student use of books by means of his innovation of library cards made of universal stickum; and in compensation for his FCC-imposed fine for spurious radiation, we award the Order of the Censor Librorum with oak-leaf cluster.

To Henry David Ericson, marine architect, out of respect and continued admiration for his understanding of fluid mechanics; and for his deeply-moving philosophico-scientific tract, "Razz Pond"; and for the designing and creation of the Razz University drainage system which will last a thousand years, we make this posthumous presentation to his surviving family: a copy of "The Good Earth" by Pearl Buck.

Proboscis Award
And to the Proboscis of our great University, Konstantin Pasta, for his acute insight into student reasoning; and for his now-famous, humanitarian pronouncement of the Doctrine of Speaker Entropy, sometimes referred to as "The Forum Au Go-Go Caper"; and for his engaging and entertaining introductions of inspected and approved guest speakers to the student body: words cannot express our gratitude, so we present to him, on behalf of all Ten-Year Team members, this pair of kid gloves dipped in steel as a preservative, with artificial flavor and coloring added.

A good year, gentlemen. Members are reminded to pick up a copy of the TYT Bulletin on their way from chapel.